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1. Introduction 
Electric Vehicles (EVs) are an important element to our battle against climate change, 
and the primary technical breakthroughs that made these possible are lithium-ion 
batteries. I cover these frequently as they continue to improve. A two-part post from last 
fall covered several aspects of their technical advances: 

Battery Day – Part 1: Since Elon finally had Battery Day on September 22, 2020 I 
posted Part 1 on 9/28 and cover this event and other Tesla information.   

https://energycentral.com/c/cp/battery-day-%E2%80%93-part-1 

Battery Day – Part 2: In Part 2 of this paper, posted on 10/4 I covered: other (non-
Tesla) battery developments, the new current largest battery energy storage system 
(BESS) in the world (also non-Tesla), the upcoming new largest BESS (Tesla), and 
finally any other recent or near future major BESS projects (mainly in California). 

https://energycentral.com/c/cp/battery-day-%E2%80%93-part-2  

In the above linked Battery Day Part 1, we looked at Tesla’s advances in lithium-ion 
batteries that will start being rolled out by the end of this year. In Part 2, section 2, we 
looked at a development by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Carnegie 
Mellon University that included a new class of soft, solid electrolytes that are used with 
metallic lithium anodes. 

In this post we will look at two more lithium-ion battery designs that include solid 
electrolytes and metallic lithium anodes. All three of these designs have progressed 
enough to where they should be in EVs that are on the road by 2025, but it has been a 
long road to these new designs. 

2. The Basic Problem 
Lithium-ion designs that are currently used in EVs use a lithium compound for the 
cathode and graphite for the anode. Most past advancements to the current designs 
involved cathode chemistries, manufacturing processes and configurations, but about 
ten years ago several companies started working on an anode that was made from 
metallic lithium (rather than a lithium compound as is used in the cathode) and also used 
a solid-state separator (rather than a liquid electrolyte). Thus these were frequently 
called “solid-state lithium metal batteries”. 

Depending on the specifics of a particular design, these had a higher energy density as 
well as providing other benefits. The original prototypes worked really well, providing 
50% or more energy density, for a while, and then they failed. 

The problem was that the metallic lithium anodes formed dendrites (metal whiskers) that 
eventually pierced through the separator to the cathode, shorting the battery. The first 
attempt to eliminate the dendrites was to use really hard ceramic separators, thinking 
they would stop the dendrites from forming, and they did, sort of. But the problem with 

https://energycentral.com/c/cp/battery-day-%E2%80%93-part-1
https://energycentral.com/c/cp/battery-day-%E2%80%93-part-2
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that approach, many found, is that it didn’t stop dendrites from forming or “nucleating” in 
the first place, like tiny cracks in a car windshield that eventually spread.1 

This degraded the lithium anode rather quickly. Thereafter the challenge of the design of 
the solid-state lithium metal batteries was to prevent the formation or nucleation of 
dendrites, and that has taken quite a few years. 

The development by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Carnegie Mellon 
University described in Battery Day – Part 2 (linked in the intro) appears to do this. Also 
the two developments described below appear to do this.  

3. Penn State / EC Power Group 
I first saw this development posted in Energy Central in the article referenced here.2 I 
was initially somewhat skeptical regarding this development, until I started researching it, 
and started seeing some additional details (below). 

This development is not so much a complete battery design (although the team did build 
a complete battery) as a method of fast-charging and discharging Li-Ion batteries, 
including solid-state lithium metal batteries. The self-heating battery uses a thin nickel 
foil with one end attached to the negative terminal and the other extending outside the 
cell to create a third terminal. Once electrons flow it rapidly heats up the nickel foil 
through resistance heating and warms the inside of the battery. Once the battery's 
internal temperature is 140 degrees F, the switch opens and the battery is ready for 
rapid charge or discharge. 

Note that the Penn State team created a separate company, EC Power Group, and the 
website for this company is linked below. From this website: Over the last decade, high 
temperature charging has been pinpointed as a requirement for the successful use of 
lithium metal as it is critical for subduing dendritic plating of the lithium. 

https://ecpowergroup.com/nextgen/ 

I reviewed the source information for the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and 
Carnegie Mellon University solid-state lithium metal design described in Battery Day Part 
2, and did not see any mention of a need to heat the battery for fast charging to prevent 
dendrite growth with this design. 

4. Stanford / QuantumScape 
QuantumScape has been around for a long time – Stanford spun off QuantumScape in 
2010. In 2018 QuantumScape was considered a Silicon Valley Unicorn – a startup with a 
valuation of more than a billion dollars. Their Management Team and Board Members 
are a who’s who of Silicon Valley (see below). 

                                                 
1 Blagojce Krivevski, Electric Cars Report, “Battery Breakthrough Gives Boost to Electric Flight and 

Long-Range Electric Cars”, July 21, 2020, https://electriccarsreport.com/2020/07/battery-breakthrough-

gives-boost-to-electric-flight-and-long-range-electric-cars/  
2 Julian Jackson, Posted on Energy Central, “US Scientists Make Major Electric Car Battery 

Breakthrough”, Jan 19, 2021, https://energycentral.com/c/ee/us-scientists-make-major-electric-car-battery-

breakthrough#comment-91088 

https://ecpowergroup.com/nextgen/
https://electriccarsreport.com/2020/07/battery-breakthrough-gives-boost-to-electric-flight-and-long-range-electric-cars/
https://electriccarsreport.com/2020/07/battery-breakthrough-gives-boost-to-electric-flight-and-long-range-electric-cars/
https://energycentral.com/c/ee/us-scientists-make-major-electric-car-battery-breakthrough#comment-91088
https://energycentral.com/c/ee/us-scientists-make-major-electric-car-battery-breakthrough#comment-91088
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The QuantumScape battery has several unique design elements, but I believe their main 
breakthrough is summarized by the first answer below.3 

Q: What is a solid-state lithium-metal battery? 

A:  A solid-state lithium-metal battery is a battery that replaces the polymer separator 
used in conventional lithium-ion batteries with a solid-state separator.  The replacement 
of the separator enables the carbon or silicon anode used in conventional lithium-ion 
batteries to be replaced with a lithium-metal anode.  The lithium metal anode is more 
energy dense than conventional anodes, allowing the battery to store a greater amount 
of energy in the same volume. Some solid-state designs use excess lithium to form the 
anode, but the QuantumScape design is ‘anode-free’ design in that the battery is 
manufactured anode free in a discharged state, and the anode forms in situ on the first 
charge. 

Q: What are the main benefits of solid-state lithium-metal batteries compared to lithium-
ion batteries? 

A:  Relative to a conventional lithium-ion battery, solid-state lithium-metal battery 
technology has the potential to increase the cell energy density (by eliminating the 
carbon or carbon-silicon anode), reduce charge time (by eliminating the charge 
bottleneck resulting from the need to have lithium diffuse into the carbon particles in 
conventional lithium-ion cell), prolong life (by eliminating capacity fade that results from 
the unwanted chemical side reaction between the carbon and liquid electrolyte in 
conventional lithium-ion cells), improve safety (by eliminating the combustible organic 
porous separator and organic anolyte (electrolyte) material in conventional cells) and 
lower cost (by eliminating the anode materials and manufacturing costs). 

Q: What is the potential for QuantumScape battery technology to increase the range of 
electric vehicles? 

A: The higher energy density of QuantumScape solid-state lithium-metal cells, at our 
target of 1,000 Wh/L, would translate to more range in electric vehicles, potentially a 50-
80% improvement vs. today’s leading electric vehicles, depending on the vehicle design.  
Thus, for example, a vehicle that gets 200 miles of range could get between 300 and 
400 miles of range… 

Note: Current state-of- the art battery designs energy density tops out in the low 700 
Wh/L range.4 

Q: Has QuantumScape shared cycle life data and if so, what is it? 

A:  We have tested our single layer cells to over 1,000 charge and discharge cycles and 
they have maintained approximately 90% capacity.  If we are able to generate the same 
level of performance in our commercial battery cells at the targeted level of energy 
density, this would be the equivalent of approximately over 300,000 miles for a vehicle 
with a 300-mile pack, or even greater range given the fact that higher target energy 
density of the QuantumScape cells (1,000 Wh/L) enables even greater range than 300 
miles. 

                                                 
3 QuantumScape, Technology, FAQs, https://www.quantumscape.com/technology/faqs/  

https://www.quantumscape.com/technology/faqs/
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Volkswagen is the major investor in QuantumScape, and thus have two seats on their 
board. See below for other board members and Investors: 

 

Financially, QuantumScape is in very good shape: 

>$1.5B of Committed Capital¹ 

Over $300M spent on development to date 

10 Years of R&D Investment 

Founded in 2010 

250+ Employees 

World Class Next-gen Battery Development Team 

200+ Patents² 

Materials, Use and Process 
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The following is from this source.4 

Some attempts at solid electrolyte materials have required elevated temperatures 
(above 60°C) for stability, which isn’t the case here. Tests showed the cells operating 
safely across temperatures from -30°C to 45°C, though they did lose some operating 
capacity in the coldest temperatures. 

The cells can also handle remarkable charging rates, going from 0 percent to 80 percent 
in just 15 minutes. The graphite anode is a big bottleneck to safe fast charging, and the 
solid electrolyte layer appears to prevent dendrite formation well enough to push the 
charging rate pretty far… 

QuantumScape looks to be further along than a typical laboratory study. The company 
says it identified the ceramic material for its solid electrolyte about five years ago and 
has been working on the manufacturing process since then. But there are still hurdles 
between here and a vehicle running on these batteries. While the test cells 
QuantumScape showed contained a single battery sandwich layer about the size of a 
playing card, the company says its actual cell unit will be more like a deck of cards 
containing many of these layers stacked. QuantumScape needs to engineer that cell. 

From there, the company will need to scale production of its material. That’s not simply a 
question of making more. QuantumScape will need to make vastly more while 
maintaining faultless quality… 

Company CEO Jagdeep Singh… explained that while the company doesn’t need any 
radical manufacturing processes, you can’t exactly order this machinery for two-day 
shipping. But if QuantumScape hits its milestones, it intends to have a product reach the 
electric vehicle market in 2024 or 2025. 

                                                 
4 Scott K. Johnson, Ars Technica, “Company claims solid-state lithium-metal battery breakthrough”, 

12/9/2020, https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/12/vw-partnered-quantumscape-claims-legitimate-battery-

breakthrough/  

https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/12/vw-partnered-quantumscape-claims-legitimate-battery-breakthrough/
https://arstechnica.com/science/2020/12/vw-partnered-quantumscape-claims-legitimate-battery-breakthrough/

